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Example: Airport RunwayExample: Airport Runway
A fully loaded 747 jumbo jet has a mass 
of 3.6x105kg. Its four engines can exert 
a total thrust of F=7.7x105N. How long 
a runway is required to obtain lift off 
speed of v=310km/h?

From Newton’s 2nd the acceleration is

The liftoff velocity in m/s is v=310/3.6=86.1m/s. From the kinematic 
relation between velocity, distance, and acceleration we have:

a  F/m  7.7  105/3.6  105  2.14m/s2

vf
2 − vi

2  2aΔx → Δx  vf
2/2a  86.12/4.28  1730m



Example: Crate on a TruckExample: Crate on a Truck
A 280kg crate is secured in a truck with ropes as 
shown as shown in the figure. Assuming that
initially the tension in the ropes is zero, what is
tension in the when the deceleration of the truck
is a = 6.5m/s2?

The horizontal force on the crate is the tension in the ropes. Under 
deceleration the tension in the rear rope provides the force required 
for the crate to decelerate. Newton’s 2nd is then:

If the initial tension in the (inextensible) ropes is 500N, find the tension in 
both ropes?

T  ma  2806.5  1820N

∑F  Tr − Tf  ma  2806.5  1820N

Tf  500N → Tr  1820  500N  2320N



Mass and WeightMass and Weight 
Force of GravityForce of Gravity

Weight is a force – the force that gravity exerts on a body.

Near the surface of the Earth all objects 
free fall with an acceleration of g = 9.8 m/s2

From Newton’s second law, F = ma, the force 
of gravity is the body’s weight:

For example the weight of a 80kg person on Earth is

W  mg

W  809.8



Mass and WeightMass and Weight 
Force of GravityForce of Gravity

The Pathfinder spacecraft that landed on Mars had a weight of 2.70kN.
(a) What was the Pathfinder’s mass on Earth and Mars?

On Earth the mass is given by

And its mass on Mars? mM  mE doh!

(b) If the free fall gravitational acceleration on Mars is g=3.74m/s2

then the weight of the Pathfinder on Mars is?

mE  W
g  2700

9.8  275.5kg

WM  mgM  WE
gM
gE

 1.03kN



Example: Weight of an ElevatorExample: Weight of an Elevator
A 740kg elevator (including passengers) is 
accelerating upward at a = 1.1m/s2. What is 
the tension force in the elevator cable?

There are now two forces acting on the elevator,
the force of gravity, W=Fg, and the tension in the
elevator cable.

Newton’s second law states that it is the net 
force that induces the acceleration. 

For this problem we are only interested in the y (vertical) components
of the forces and accelerations, and our equation only concerns itself 
with the those components (now a scalar equation).

Fnet  T − Fg  ma



Example: Weight of an ElevatorExample: Weight of an Elevator
A 740kg elevator (including passengers) is 
accelerating upward at a = 1.1m/s2. What is 
the tension force in the elevator cable?

This scalar equation is:

Note that if ay = 0 then the tension is simply the weight. 
Also note that if ay = -g (free fall) then the tension 
vanishes. For this acceleration, a = 1.1m/s2, the tension is:

T − mg  may → T  mg  ay

T  7409.8  1.1  8.07kN

What is the apparent change in the weight of the passengers?
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